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Free Spins No Deposit NZ of March 2023. If you made it here, chances are that you love online pokies

and you’re after a free spins deal. Free spins give you extra chances to play and let you keep the money
you win. How could any player from New Zealand say no to that? And they get even better when there are

no deposits whatsoever required to receive them. The hard part about them? The bonus terms they
come with. This is why the casino and pokie professionals of KiwiGambler went ahead and found you

the best deals. That is: with fair bonus terms so you won’t have to worry about them when you go ahead
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and make your own spins. By Bailey Lavon | Updated: 2023, March 1 11:22. ⓘ Advertiser Disclosure:
All the online casino providers mentioned on our websites are affiliated with us. So, this influences our

decision of placing casino operators on different lists. However, this would never affect our honesty and
way of reviewing them. All the information, reviews, ratings, and bonuses of casinos are true to the facts.
We never compromise when it comes to providing quality casinos to the Kiwis. Learn more about how

we review casinos. And here's how we make money and a list with our parteners. Free Spins No
Deposit Contents. Top 10 Free Spins No Deposit in New Zealand. Top 10 Free Spins No Deposit

Comparison. Free Spins No Deposit NZ of March 2023 for NZ players. Claim the best free spins without
requiring a deposit in online casinos. Our Picks Name Lucky Nugget SkyCity Katsubet 7BitCasino Spin

Casino Casilando Spinzwin Conquer Casino Wheelz Amazon Slots Score 4.2 4.6 4 4 4.2 4.6 3.8 3.8
4.2 4.2 Payout Speed - Up to 1 day 1 day 1 day 1 day 1 day 2 days 3 days 3 days 3 days 1 day

Wagering x70W x35B/FS: 0 x45 x45 x70W x35W x50B x50B x35W x65W Min Deposit Not Required
Not Required Not Required Not Required Not Required Not Required Not Required Not Required Not

Required Not Required Minimum Wagering $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 Free Spins 50 20 50 20 50
10 10 20 20 20. Sort by: Our Best Pick. 50 Sign-Up Spins on Golden Titans. Lucky Nugget. Overall: 4.2
of 5. No Not required Golden Titans $10 50 1 day x70W Accepted 20 NZD 7 months ago MGA Read:

Lucky Nugget Review. 10 Free Spins Per Day. Overall: 4.6 of 5. Yes 100 NZD Not required $2 20 1 day
x35B/FS: 0 Accepted 7 months ago MGA Read: SkyCity Review. Sign up and Get 50 Free Spins.

Overall: 4 of 5. Yes Not required Wild Cash $5 50 1 day x45 Accepted 100 NZD 7 months ago Curacao
Coupon: Read: Katsubet Review. 20 Free Spins No Deposit. 7BitCasino. Overall: 4 of 5. Yes Not
required West Town $2 20 1 day x45 Accepted 100 NZD 7 months ago Curacao Coupon: Read:

7BitCasino Review. 50 Sign-up Spins on Fancy Bells. Spin Casino. Overall: 4.2 of 5. No Not required
Fancy Bells $10 50 1 day x70W Accepted 20 NZD 7 months ago MGA Read: Spin Casino Review. 10
No Deposit Rounds on Book of Dead. Overall: 4.6 of 5. No Not required Book of Dead $1 10 2 days

x35W Accepted 100 NZD 9 months ago MGA. 10 Free Spins & 100% Up To $300. Overall: 3.8 of 5. No
Not required Book of Dead $1 10 3 days x50B Accepted 1 year ago MGA Coupon: 20 Free Spins +

100% up to $200. Conquer Casino. Overall: 3.8 of 5. No Not required Book of dead $2 20 3 days x50B
Accepted 1 year ago MGA Coupon: Sign-up and Get 20 Free Spins. Overall: 4.2 of 5. Yes Not required

$2 20 3 days x35W Accepted 4000 NZD 1 year ago MGA Read: Wheelz Review. 20 Free Spins on
Sweet Bonanza. Amazon Slots. Overall: 4.2 of 5. Yes Not required Sweet Bonanza $4 20 1 day x65W
Accepted 50 NZD 1 year ago UKGC Read: Amazon Slots Review. Compare All No Deposit Bonus

Codes. Top 10 Free Spins No Deposit Casinos. Lucky Nugget. 50 Free Spins On Golden Titans. We’re
always delighted to come across experienced brands like Lucky Nugget Casino. You’ll notice this when

you get to their promo page where exclusive free spins will be waiting for you. The bonus wheel and
other deals will make sure that Kiwis feel at home. Experienced Casino: Established in ‘98 Large Live

Casino Exclusive 1NZ$ Bonus Small Pokie Lobby: 650 Games Slow Website High Rollover
Requirements. Their pokie portfolio isn’t as big as expected, especially considering the casino’s and

operator’s age (both established in 1998) but at the same time there are still heaps of live dealer casino
games that (more or less) compensate for what lacks in the pokie lobby. SkyCity. 20 Free Spins No

Deposit. SkyCity Casino is a well known name in NZ gambling market and you might just have already
visited their casino in Auckland. With the launch of the online casino, the operating company behind it

made sure to meet the needs of Kiwis who wanted an online platform. Online Casino of a Local Casino
Brand Welcome Bonus including No-Deposit Spins Loyalty Program: The Online Club Not as Many

Games as in their Auckland Casino Few Game Developers. With more than 1000 games, 24/7
customer support, and a great bonus package you should be able to find everything you’re looking for at
this casino. Kiwis who live far away from Auckland will probably feel more convenient to go to SkyCity’s

online lobby anyway. Katsubet. 50 Free Spins On Wild Cash. Katsubet Casino has offered their services
since 2020, but they’ve performed well in the short time they’ve been around. Katsubet has teamed up
with the best game studios and banking platforms in the industry, which gives visitors all the tools they

need to enjoy online play. This crypto casino is definitely on its way of becoming a reputed casino brand
and the vast portfolio of 3,000 games strong shows what they’re capable of. It’s up to Kiwis to embrace

all the good stuff that’s on offer at Katsubet Casino. 7BitCasino. 20 Free Spins On West Town. 7Bit
Casino might not have the slickest website, but it still gives its visitors a proper platform to enjoy high
quality casino games. Both new and existing players will have their own set of bonuses to claim and

there is also a VIP program for the most loyal customers. People who sign up via KiwiGambler get an
exclusive bonus which should give you a smooth start. With +6,000 games available we think you’ve got



enough reason to enjoy what’s on offer. And once you make your deposit you can opt for crypto currency
too. Spin Casino. 50 Free Spins On Fancy Bells. Spin Casino is one of those online casinos that has

both strong and weak points. Spin Casino was established in 2019, holds strong licences, is owned by
an experienced company, and has a great bonus. Don’t expect a big portfolio or a cutting edge site

though. Microgaming and Evolution Gaming are some of the providers that teamed up with this online
casino, so there is lots of quality to be enjoyed. When you sign up you’ll discover the generous casino

bonus that might take away some of the mixed feelings. Spinzwin. 10 Free Spins On Book of Dead. This
bold casino brand was launched online in 2017, making it a gaming service that has been around for a
few years giving them some time to build their brand. Still, this online casino won’t be competing for the

award for best gambling website. No Deposit Free Spins Licenced by the MGA and UKGC Small
Assortment Slow Website No 24/7 Customer Support. The game assortment is a bit on the light side. At

the same time, this casino site began its life with a strong reputation already in place as it belongs to
ProgressPlay Limited and is licensed by two highly trustworthy gambling authorities: the MGA and

UKGC. Conquer Casino. 20 Free Spins On Book of dead. It’s quite easy to take control of your gaming
experience at Conquer Casino. Get ready for a great choice of offers, a huge welcome package and
other promos such as free spins and cashbacks. You can also win prizes by playing one of the many

pokie tournaments. Experienced Brand: Launched in 2014 Holds Licences of the MGA and UKGC Wide
Range of Payment Methods Outdated Website Limited Live Casino. A great range of online pokies and

live casino games from tens of providers is available to play. You’ll also have your pick of the most
popular banking methods. Do bear in mind that the website might be somewhat outdated in comparison

with some other online casinos. Wheelz. 20 Free Spins No Deposit. With “The Hoff” as their brand
ambassador you will not forget this online casino any time soon. They’ve only been around since 2021,

which makes it extra impressive what Wheelz has managed to do so far. This particularly means a large
portfolio and an excellent site. David “The Hoff” Hasselhoff As The Brand Ambassador Visually

Outstanding Website No-deposit Free Spins. It’s hard not to like this website which starts at the look and
feel, but also applies to the banking methods on offer, the prompt customer support and of course, the

games. The best part of this casino might just be the no-deposit free spins you can claim upon
registration. Amazon Slots. 20 Free Spins On Sweet Bonanza. Amazon Slots Casino was established in

2016 and most people tend to prefer online casinos that enjoy a lot of experience. For many reasons,
Amazon Slots doesn’t meet up to the expectations we had for a casino website as seasoned as this

one. Portfolio Counts +1100 Games No Withdrawal Limits 20 Free No-deposit Spins Upon Registration
NZ$ 2,50 Withdrawal Fee Limited Live casino Limited Customer support. Yet, their pokie offer is highly
enjoyed whilst the same is true for their no-deposit free spins. At the same time we’re not a fan of their
lacking customer support desk whilst we find the fixed NZ$ 2,50 fee for each withdrawal a bit too much.
What are No Deposit Free Spins? Free spins offer what’s written on the package: spins for pokies that

players can enjoy without having to wager their own money — that’s right. This gives players the
opportunity to get familiar with a game without having to face any financial risks. Free spins are therefore
a highly attractive sort of bonus to pretty much anyone and it really doesn’t matter whether you’re new to

the business or an experienced casino veteran: everybody likes free spins. The amount of free spins
available and the terms and conditions that come with them depend on the casino and the operator.

We’ll dive into the details later on in this guide where you will learn that free spins bonuses may be only
valid for a certain game selection and can be either for new users, existing players, or both. Spinning

with free spins work the same, but there is a lot to discover about this type of bonus. We’ll touch upon the
terms, including the importance of the wagering requirements. No Deposit Free Spins vs Deposit Free

Spins. Most online casino bonuses require players to make a deposit to make them qualify for the bonus
on offer. No deposit deals are a very welcome exception to this requirement, as they give you the bonus
deal without the need to first deposit funds. Most free spins require a deposit and are therefore not free.

As a lot of players need credits anyway to start playing, they will usually make a deposit anyway and
subsequently get the free spins. As free spins are often part of a welcome deal, they are still very useful,

even though they are technically not free. No-deposit free spins, on the other hand, do not require a
deposit. Free spins that will ask for a deposit first before awarding the spins are therefore also referred
to as “extra spins” and “bonus spins”. If a deposit free spins offer is available, it is usually added on top
of the standard casino bonus package (often called the “match bonus”), giving you both bonus money

and free spins. Can I Win Real Money? Yes, no deposit free spins can be used for online slots real
money NZ, which also means you can earn real money with this type of bonus. Because you can get free



spins without the need to (1) spin with your own money and (2) deposit your own money, but still give you
chances to win real money, it won’t be a surprise that this type of bonus has turned out to be highly
popular among players in NZ. This bonus helps new players to experience a game or casino, while

playing for free and risk-free. So, yes, we’re talking real bets and real money. The only difference is that it
doesn't cost you your own money to make money. What Kind of No Deposit Free Spins are There? New

players in New Zealand should always prioritize online casinos that offer good casino bonuses as this
can be seen as a sign of appreciation. Free spins are among the best bonuses you can get as it doesn’t
require the player to do anything in return. This makes this type of promo a true sign of appreciation. No

deposit free spins come in different forms and the most common free spins bonuses are typically
available for the following reasons: Game Promotion: free spins promo can also be used by an online
casino to promote free pokies, but there’s actually a lot more to it. Some operators and online casinos
team up with game studios to offer free spins deals which can be excellent when it’s a popular game
provider. Free spin bonuses are typically offered by automatically adding them to your online account.

Sometimes a promo code is needed to claim the bonus. As Part of A Loyalty program: no deposit free
spins are very common to be awarded to loyal players as part of loyalty programs or VIP programs. The
main objective is to make players stick to the casino, but it’s also a token of appreciation to a casino’s

users. In this case, free spins are usually automatically credited to a user’s account. All you need to do is
go to your account and claim what’s yours. Wagering Required/Not Required: most free spins work with

wagering requirements. This means you have some playthrough requirements to bear in mind before
cashing out potential wins. Although not very common, no wagering required means that you keep what

you win after your very first spin. Wagering requirements are also known as rollover requirements or
playthrough requirements. Free Spins on Signup: a lot of free spins bonuses are intended to make

players join their website via the free spins and give them a first reason to do so. Free spins bonuses
are therefore often awarded upon registration. The free spins on registration can be part of a full

welcome package or are awarded as a stand-alone bonus. Free Spins for Existing Players: free spins
for users that already have an account are probably our favourite type of bonuses as this shows the
casino’s willingness to commit to existing players and reward them accordingly. We believe that any

casino, both new casino sites and experienced websites, should value their customer base and not only
pursue new clients. How to Claim No Deposit Free Spins? Free spins come in all sorts of forms which is
why claiming your own free spins may turn out a bit tricky to some. Overall, how to claim your free spins

isn’t awfully difficult as most free spins require the player to follow the same steps that should look
something like this: Learn More About Promos: free spins are fairly easy to understand and this certainly
holds for no-deposit free spins as they don’t require a deposit. Nonetheless, knowing more about how
bonuses work is always recommended and this doesn’t only limit to the particular free spins bonus. Try

to find out more about the other bonuses on offer at the casino. You don’t want to sign up somewhere just
to claim one bonus and find out this is the only promo the operator offers. Ideally, the casino offers

recurring bonuses to its existing customer base as well. Find a Trustworthy Online Casino: there’s more
to a casino than its bonuses which is why you should find out everything about the website’s overall
service. Luckily, this is where KiwiGambler helps out as our platform features the most trustworthy

casinos available in NZ. By sticking to casinos from our top list or at least playing at sites with a licence
from a EU-member state, your free spins will be part of an excellent overall experience. Playing at

offshore casinos is fully allowed for players in New Zealand. This gives Kiwis one of the most favourable
conditions in the world when it comes to online gambling in non-regulated jurisdictions. Go Through the
Terms: if you’re new to the casino then the no-deposit free spins are probably one of the main reasons

you want to sign up here. If that applies to you then you should always first check out the bonus terms and
see whether they are fair and feasible. In case they are, go ahead and move on to the next step. If you’re
already a registered user at the casino you’ll still need to check and double check the bonus terms. Step

#4 can be omitted in that case. For all new users, it’s time to create an account. Sign Up: once you’re
sure the casino meets your personal preferences it’s time to sign up. Most users will know how this

works, but in case you don’t, just look out for a button that takes you to the sign up form. This form is very
straightforward and it shouldn’t take you longer than a few minutes to have your account up and running.

Spin & Win: once you have signed up, you’ll first start off in your account as this is where all the fun starts.
The way your no-deposit free spins get awarded depends on the casino as this can be done

automatically, but sometimes requires you to manually select the free spins, open a game, or add a
bonus case. Whatever applies to the bonus you want to claim should be clearly mentioned in the bonus
terms. Once you’re set it’s time to enjoy the fun and make some first spins. How to Make a Profit from



Free Spins? Pretty much every online casino in New Zealand offers free spins as an incentive for either
new visitors to join them or existing users to keep on playing. While the free spins are indeed free as

they don’t require a deposit, it should be noted that casinos eventually want to make a profit. This is why
free spins are awarded with a number of terms and conditions that should avoid players from making

major wins and immediately withdrawing money. Other than the bonus terms there are also other ways to
try to increase your winning chances. Free spins are as free as they can get, but are difficult to withdraw.

This is why we recommend you to go through the information below to get the most out of the promo:
Check the Wagering Requirements. Playthrough requirements are undoubtedly the biggest obstacles to
turn no-deposit free spins into tangible money. Wagering requirements are therefore to be carefully read
and doing so can make the difference between an interesting promo and a less interesting one. In fact, if
the wagering requirements are too bloody high it might be a reason not to go ahead and claim a bonus.
The latter especially holds for deposit free spins and is less relevant for no-deposit bonuses and these
don’t involve any financial risk. Nevertheless, the wagering requirements should be feasible as most

players will consider playing other games or claiming other bonuses after having claimed the no-deposit
spins. First Try the Game in the Demo Mode. Free spins are a low-risk way of testing a game, but

advised is to first try the game(s) in the demo mode before you claim your no-deposit free spins. This will
give you the chance to get to know the rules and get familiar with the theme, game play, and special

features. Once you’re fully aware of how the game works it’s time to use the free spins. Sticking to this
order avoids losing a few spins due to still trying to figure out how the game works. Ideally, you would first
practise in the free demo mode, then move on to the free spins, and eventually play with real money. This

will make you maximise your winning chances. Stick to the Maximum Bet Per Spin. Free spins come
with minimum and maximum bets of which the maximum bet is particularly important in this case. You
don’t want to exceed the maximum bet and then find out you’re disqualified from claiming any wins as

you didn’t follow the bonus terms. You need to approach every free spin as an individual free spins that is
part of the bonus package. Please note that not following the terms that come with the package during

one spin can mess up everything. Therefore: ensure to stick to the maximum bet at all times. Before You
Go Ahead: How to Recognise Good Free Spins Deals? Whenever you find yourself a free spins casino
bonus your first step should be to read the conditions that come with them as this will tell you whether you
should claim the bonus or not. There are also other ways to recognise whether free spins are good or not
which we would sum up via a few characteristics. Make sure to carefully read them: Wagering: we can’t
stress how important this is, so we might as well start off this list with the wagering requirements once
again, before we move on to the other characteristics. Again: check the playthrough requirements and

make sure to check whether there are differences between bonus money and free spins. A lot of
bonuses are offered in multiple parts such as bonus money + free spins or even multiple deposit

bonuses. These often come with different terms and wagering requirements. Validity: most promos work
with a fixed period of validity which means you need to claim the free spins within a certain time frame.
The period of validity can also vary if a bonus is set up in different parts (bonus money + free spins or

multiple deposit bonuses) as we previously touched upon. Selection of Games: some free spins
bonuses are especially meant to promote an online pokie or a game provider which means that all other

titles are excluded. Make sure to check the list of applicable games. If there are multiple games, then
either stick to the one you like best or offers the biggest chances of winning. Geographical Terms: some

casino bonuses aren’t available everywhere. The availability and the number of free spins may be
available in one country only. This depends on all sorts of reasons which we won't discuss now, but our
main point here is that the validity of free spins can depend on your country. As KiwiGambler.co.nz is

aimed at New Zealand we make sure to always check this condition before we present you our bonuses.
All the promos you’ll find on our website are valid for players that are based in NZ. Banking Method: this
might not be the case when it comes to payment solutions as banking method preferences will depend

on each player. Some bonuses won’t accept certain payment options and this is usually true for e-wallets
like Skrill, Paysafecard, or Neteller. If these are your preferred payment methods we urge you to always

check the bonus terms. Gambling Guides. The Dark Side of Online Casinos: How to Recognise and
Avoid Scams. There has been a very sharp increase in the number of online casinos that have opened
their virtual doors in New Zealand. This is a trend KiwiGambler definitely encourages, although it also

means extra caution to our readers and even our own casino reviewers. New casinos jumping up every
day is a. Chronicles of Casino Gaming: Uncovering the Earliest Games Played in Casinos. If you want to

play your favorite casino games in a land-based casino setting, New Zealand has some pretty cool



venues to offer, but it didn’t until 1994 which is very recent when put into perspective and compared to
some other countries. The Casino di Venezia in the Italian city of Venice for. A Guide to the Best Casino

Destinations in New Zealand. With gambling establishments across both islands, there are different
gambling establishments for Kiwi gambling enthusiasts to choose from. The first land-based casino was

only founded in 1994 after which a handful of other venues were opened. All five casinos found in NZ
today are known to be hi. Top 10 Auto Spin Pokies with Highest Odds of Winning. Online pokies make
up the biggest part of any online casino lobby and players in New Zealand today have a huge choice of
online pokie titles to pick from. This explains the mass move from pokie enthusiasts from land-based
casino lobbies to their online counterparts with the other important criter. Tutorial: How to Activate a

Casino Bonus. With such strong competition in the online casino industry, iGaming operating companies
will throw all sorts of promos and offers your way to obtain and retain your business. When you join an
online casino as a new customer, you will usually receive a welcome package on your 1st deposit to
entice. These Are The 10 Biggest Casinos in the World. When it comes to the biggest casinos of the

world, we’re talking colossal, massive structures, and true giants. Some of the world’s biggest
complexes of entertainment could easily rival a small town. Brick and mortar casinos are still places

where people have fun and where big wins are made, Frequently Asked Questions. How Much Are No
Deposit Free Spins Worth? It depends on the casino games you can play. Usually, a free spin is worth
NZ$0,10 per spin. There are also popular games such as Mega Moolah casinos that work with a spin
value of NZ$0,25. Most online casinos offer additional info about the worth of the spins. Why Do NZ

Online Casinos Offer No Deposit Free Spins? Basically, online casinos try to attract new users to their
platforms by handing them free spins bonuses. Free spins are typically a good way to attract the crowds

and easy to claim making it a straightforward bonus for players. They even get better if there is no
deposit required, but just make sure to read the bonus terms as well before you claim them. Can I keep

No-Deposit Free Spins Winnings? Yes, you can keep your winnings after having cleared the rollover
requirements. This tends to be higher for no deposit free spins, so make sure to check this before you
make your withdrawal. Can I use Free Spins on Any Game? All of the free spins casinos we list have
their own set of bonus rules which means that a free spins bonuses may be limited to one game or a

selection of games. We typically list the most important bonus terms, but we always advise you to check
the terms yourself. Can I Use Free Spins No Deposit on My Mobile? Yes, you can. Most Kiwi gamblers

prefer mobile casinos over desktop websites. Nonetheless, it is important to check if the casino is
mobile friendly or not. The bonus itself may be claimable on a smartphone, but you want the website to
be mobile friendly too. About the author. I have experience of more than 5 years in the online gambling

industry. As an editor, I dedicated myself to online casinos. I strive hard to analyze various online casinos
and bonuses and identify the best ones for the players. I want to show how new players can get started

easily and without prior knowledge. Regarding this context, you can find out which online casino bonuses
and NZ casinos are worthwhile for novices as well as experienced players. I’ve seen the insides of many
online casinos in recent years, I would like to invest my gambling knowledge in curating the best options

available in the market. I believe in constructive criticism so readers can approach me anytime to
provide feedback. KiwiGambler.co.nz. We are a team of experts that want to pass further the passion of
online gambling to its kiwi players. Founded back in 2019, KiwiGambler is ready to present & give to its

visitors better opportunities for gambling online on all of New Zealand accepted casinos. So, be sure
that we are going to offer you great tips and a warm welcome into our universe. 
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